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Shoot Pink, ROOP County
Sunday was our annual Shoot Pink match put on by JJ. It was the 3rd
annual and the money collected from the match fees will be contributed
to the Cancer Society. And as important we recognized those that have fought the beast and
won along with remembering those that have left us.
We had 2 posse’s and 30 shooters. JJ wrote nice fast stages. Those who shot pink shotgun shells
got a bonus on 3 stages. And those who have recovered from cancer had the option of taking
mulligans if they wanted.
Thank you, JJ, for putting this together. And thanks to the shooters who bought pink shotgun
shells. Part of that purchase goes to support cancer research also.
At the shooters meeting we poled the group and we all agreed that fall had arrived. It was cool
and breezy, so yeah, we’re shooting at Fernley.
By now you all should know that we have canceled two scheduled annual matches. Jaspers
Special Olympics, Cops and Cowboys match. And Sunday it was decided to cancel the annual
Wild Bunch Match. Both were canceled for lack of attendance or registration.

BBR will be contributing to the Special Olympics even though we didn’t go forward with the
match. When asked, the membership still wanted to continue our support.
The Board will be getting together along with the match directors to discuss how we can get
registration up or should we not plan these annual events anymore.
We should be hearing about the annual Christmas diner as it gets organized.
And as I have mentioned, at almost every shooters meeting, we need to get a work crew
together and paint out storefronts. They are deteriorating and its much cheaper to paint than
replace. I’ll get with our Quarter Master, Drifter John, to see how we can get this organized and
done.
See you all in November……dress warm.
Ike

Howdy all,
Not much to write about, as I wasn’t at the match. Thanks to Ike for taking the helm and
thanks to JJ for producing the match. 31 shooters with 13 shooting clean. We’d better keep
an eye on Patience she has shot the last two Roop matches clean!!! Good shooting
lady!!!!!!
Those not in attendances for the HPD Oct. match were at two different matches and it sounds like all had a great
time!! BeeBad and I went to the great match in Ukiah; Ca. called Helldorado and another group went down
south to Eldorado. We were well represented at both matches. Dutch Dalton and Fanner Fifty shot 5th and 6th
overall out of 139 shooters at Eldorado, GREAT SHOOTING GUYS!!!!!!! We took home state championships
in the following categoriesFanner Fifty - Senior Gunfighter
JJ – Senior
Dutch Dalton – Silver Senior
Nevada Blaze - Lady Wrangler and she won 1st place long - range single shot side match. Way to go girl!!!!!!!
Maybe she’ll come out and shoot some long range with us now!!!
The match we went to was a little different. It was more of a retro match with targets a little farther back and
some a little on the small size. They offered a Tom Horn category, which was a blast!! They had somewhere
around 60 shooters with one shooter coming all the way from Texas, who by the way was the only clean
shooter. Congrats to Hoot!!!! When we shot the same match in 2013 they had things a little convoluted with two
or three different sweeps on the same stage and other stuff that was a little goofy. Brothel Bill took the lead on
writing the stages this year and did an outstanding job. All the stages flowed and the movement made sense it’s
just that they were a little challenging. I would highly recommend this match to anyone looking for something a
little different than 10-10-4 stand and deliver with the targets so close that you don’t need those little bumps on
the front of your guns. Actually, 49er Preacher summed it up best saying you didn’t need to use the front sight
as much as you had to use the rear sight!!! All of our group placed somewhere in the final scores with your truly
winning the BP single shot with 10 out of 10 and the overall lever rifle caliber with 9 out of 10. I got real
lucky!! This was a fun match with the Helldorado cowboys bending over backwards to see that we all had a
great time!!!
The fires around Santa Rosa have affected our friends from Possum Hollow, the worst of it being Ruby
Rawhides daughter losing her home. I’ve been in contact with most of our friends from the area and they are
nervous and apprehensive about the fires that won’t quit.
Next month Jackpot Jerry is writing the stages for the Nov HPD match and I will have big bore optional for the
following Sunday.
That’s all for now,
Jasper

Cleaning the Safe Sale
Irish Ike 775-250-4554, jeich455@charter.net
Pietta 1858 C&B Remington 44cal 7” barrels. 4 total 2 are consecutive numbers $125
each
Pietta 1858 C&B Cylinders used $10 ea.
Pietta 1858 C&B Remington new 2 sets, 5” barrels and rammers, convert the above to 5”,
$250 Both
R&D Conversion cylinders for Pietta 1858 Remington 2, $350 for both, 44 Cal
American Western Arms Lightning 44-40 Cal. Gun was assembled by El Rod 200 rounds
shot, $850
H&R Government Handi Rifle 45-70, short barrel, extractor not ejector, new $350
1884 Springfield Army Trap Door, all original, strap cartouche marks 45-70, bore is
excellent, $850
Stevens 311-12 gauge, refinished stock/fore arm Bluing great $300
Coyote Cap 1887 Model 99 Hammered Shotgun 12 Gauge 2, never used $300 each
2 - Uberti Schofields 7” barrels 44-40 Cal. Internals reworked by The Smith Shop, can
now slip hammer them. This cost $250/pistol, 300 rounds shot, $2,300
2 -Ruger Old Army 5” barrels 44 Cal. Blued, New in the box, never fired Tresco nipples
$1,700
I’ll E mail Pictures if interested.

